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 term slacker in a tongue in cheek way. These people were not lazy. They 
 were some of the most ambitious, creative, and adventurous humans. 

 It’s just that they were not willing to accept boring meaningless jobs 
 working for some corporation. The slackers are the creative folks like 
 Linklater who won't settle. 

 To previous generations, the slacker is not motivated because they 
 are not working up the company ladder in a safe, responsible manner. 

 Soon enough, the media created another label, Generation x and 
 the term slacker was mostly forgotten. 

 So you can call me a Slacker, you can call me an Asshole, you can 
 call me anything you want, but please don’t call me a Boomer. 

 Free Pot (Without Growing or Selling Pot) 
 I will describe a way to get high for free or very cheap which is 

 available to most stoners. This is simply making Pot brownies out of 
 leaf or shake that growers don’t place a high value on.There is a proper 
 way to do it so please follow my instructions later. If you are someone 
 who has developed a very high tolerance for Cannabis, this may not 
 work as well for you. Some medical users smoke super potent weed all 
 day long and can have a high tolerance. Also, stoners who smoke a lot 
 of concentrates can require a lot to get high. 

 The reason leaf brownies won’t work too well for you is that you 
 would have to eat too much to get high. Even the edibles at most 
 dispensaries wont work for these folks because they just have to eat too 
 much. For these people, edibles made with hash or concentrates might 
 be required. 

 If you are a standard stoner who mostly just smokes weed, these 
 brownies will work perfect for you. 

 When I started smoking Pot, nearly all of it came into the U.S. from 
 Mexico, with smaller amounts coming in from Colombia or elsewhere. 

 With the advent of practical indoor grow lights, high quality Pot 
 could be grown economically in all 50 states. Marijuana seed companies 
 in other countries developed strains of Pot which could be grown 
 outdoors even in northern climates. 
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 What all this means is that virtually all of the Pot consumed in the 
 U.S. is now grown in the U.S. So in other words, there are Pot growers 
 everywhere. 

 When growers produce plants, the buds are the most expensive 
 part of the plant. I find the buds are way too potent in brownies for 
 most people. When trimming the buds, growers will end up with the 
 small resinous leaves trimmed out. These bud trimmings are pretty 
 potent and growers will often use a variety of extraction methods to 
 make some type of hash or concentrate. Because of this, growers will 
 not give the bud trimmings away cheap, and even these I find a little too 
 potent for brownies. 

 In my opinion the perfect product for the average stoner to make 
 brownies with is what many growers call “shake” or “leaf ”. These are 
 simply all the leaves of the plant (not counting the tiny bud trimmings). 
 I am not talking about leaves that are turning brown or yellow. 

 When growers produce big harvests outdoors they can end up with 
 pounds and pounds of this stuff. Some will try to extract it some way, 
 but with generally poor results. 

 It’s a liability to store pounds of this stuff because in the eyes of law 
 it’s still Pot. I know growers who have thrown away pounds of leaf. 
 There aren't tons of people looking to buy shake, so if you ask around 
 it’s likely you can find it pretty cheap or even free. 

 Over the years I have talked to many people who have had bad 
 experiences eating Cannabis. This is really unfortunate because I think 
 eating Pot is really the greatest way to get high. These bad experiences 
 really boil down to one thing - the person got too high. Yes folks, there 
 is such a thing as getting too high, even for experienced stoners. 

 Getting too high is caused by one of two reasons, the edibles were 
 way too potent in the first place, or the edibles were dosed correctly but 
 the person just ate too much. 

 With edibles it can take an hour for the effects to come on, and 
 then another 20 minutes to fully take effect. The beginner may 
 prematurely think they are not high enough and eat more. Bad mistake. 
 Let the full effect take place and then adjust your dose another day. 
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 One of the most important things about eating Pot is to have a 
 standard dose. This is why I cringe when I see people making some 
 recipe and randomly throwing some Pot in. Some recipes, like spaghetti 
 are also hard to portion out in a standard dose. Pot brownies work 
 perfectly and are easy for anyone to make with a brownie package mix. 
 So here it is. Follow the recipe exactly and you will have great results. 

 Gene’s Classic Pot Brownie Recipe 
 Pot brownies are great. If you follow my recipe you will get a 

 delightfully pleasant high that can last for a couple hours or more. 
 The first step is to weigh up one ounce of leaf. You will need to sift 

 the weed so it will need to be fairly dry and brittle. I never liked to dry 
 weed that much for storage, so you may need to dry it a little more in 
 an oven for a few minutes at a low temp. 

 When dry it can be sifted through a screen sifter. A flour sifter is 
 too fine. The sifters I’m talking about can be bought at places like 
 WalMart for under 10 bucks in the housewares dept. A stainless screen 
 is durable and won't rust. Throw away any stalks and fan leaves. I know 
 some stoners who like to lightly toast the sifted Pot in a frying pan, but 
 I never found that necessary. 

 Take the sifted Pot and add it to a commercial Brownie mix. I like 
 the dark chocolate varieties because they cover the taste of Pot better. 

 Because you are adding more dry material to the mix, you will need 
 to add a little extra water to the recipe. If you are using your own recipe 
 you will have to add extra liquid as well. 

 This is Important  : When your brownies are done cut  them into 
 16 equal pieces. It doesn’t matter what size the pan of brownies is, if 
 you are cutting it into 16 pieces each brownie represents one sixteenth 
 of an ounce. The potency of shake may vary slightly, but usually not 
 noticeable. Standardizing the recipe means you will always know what 
 to expect from the brownies now, or 10 years from now. 

 Try one brownie and adjust the dose another day. If you are very 
 inexperienced maybe try a half brownie first. No need to smoke Pot 
 every 20 minutes to stay high. No need to cough. 


